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CONTROL OF FIRES IN LAB.~ESPACES WI1'H INERT ~~

Am) rQAM PRODUClID BY A ~o;...TET ENGINB'

PART 1 - INTRODUCTI ON Am). PROPERTIES OF INEIl.T (as AND rOAM

by

D. J. Rasbash

Introduotion

From tim'e to time' fires occur which are very difficult to f'ight because
of' the presence of' dense smoke. During the years 1944 - 1950 a: special
study of' such fires was made including an examination of the methods uiled:at that
time for clearing smoke. 'This included the u~e of' artificial ventilation (1),
the uae of water sprays for washing down slJloJs:e 2), and deyices for location of
objects and sources of heat through emoke ~3) 4). However, none of' the
above methods ()ffered a satisfactory solution to the ptoblem, althou~ each of
them could be a palliative'under certain conditions (5). The object10n to
artificial ventilation was that, in canditions under which the smoke was
likely to be a major problem, a far greater capacity for maying air was
necessarY than was available at that time. ThUs, it was estimated that :for
a fire, which occurred in Covent Garden in December, 1949, an air moving
capacity of the order of 1,000,000 cu. f't/~:t;l wafl required if artificial
ventilation were to have any useful ef'f'ectl1J. The' ef'f'ect ~f air is to
increase the rate of bUrning, and although the bUrnirig might become more
efficient there is' no'decrease in the total amount of smoke produced.

The use of an' inert gas would suppress the bUrning rate, and diminish
the amount of material that entered the atmosphere as smoke,' However, at
that time (1944--t950) there was no known method of produoing iriert gas
which would' fill a building in a reasonably short time.

In 1954 (6) it was suggested that quantities of inert gas of the right
order of magnitude of 10,000 to 100,000 f't3/ min could be obtained by the use
of a jet engine and with thiilflow rate Of' inert gas it should be possible
to use this medium to control difficult smoky firsfI. Iriert gas may be
obtained by vaporising 'the appropriate amount of water into the exhaust of
the engi.ne, This would give a transparent gas of' a suf'f'iciently low
oxygen content to preilent normal flaming. combustion. It was not possible
to examine the proposal in detail at that time, blit a'detailed examination
of the proposal and an inquiry into the; possible usefUlness of' the appliance
was made in 1957 with the helpful cO-operation of thlr National Gas 'l'urbine
Establishment (7). This examination showed that certain practical problema,
whioh would accompany the building and operation of the applianoe, we~
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likely to be surmountable. ,Moreover, the range Qf types Qf fire in which
such an applianoe might find use was wider than just those fires which had
given dif':fioultiell in the paat, due to dense smoke, aild which had prompted
the' enquiry in the' first place. 'l'hus in reports of' 1,00 :fi~es occurring
in 1954 in which the loss was greater than .£10,000, thirty-six .contained
sufficient information to allOW an assessment of' the use:fU1nesf!; of the
app.ld ance s- It was estimated that in 26 of' these the use of the' inert gas
generator would have significantly reduced the fire losses. For these
reasons it was deoided to request the National ~as' 'l'ul-bine'Estalllishnient
to b.uild a prototype unit producing 50 ,000 cu. :ft/mii1. qf inert gas which
could be used for experimental purposes] end the' appliance was delivered
to the' Joint Fire Research Organization in April', 1960, and is' shown in
Plate I. In the meantime (1956) a new methOd of controlling mine fires
wall developed at the Safety in Mines Researoh EStablishnient. In this
methOd the ventilated air in the mine was converted into a high expansion
foam, by' interaction' with an appropriate amount of a detergent sQlution.
It was clear that the gas prOduced by a jet engine could' also be made to
produce high eicpansion foam in a similar way. This could be' used as an



alternative or supplementary method' to inert gas :iIi extinguishing fires. A
re-examination of' the incidents mentioned above indi'cated that, in 32 of' tha 36
oases the use of combined inert gas-foam generator would have reduced the fire
losses. A further examination of 22 fires occurring in 1959.-60 in which more'
than five pumps were' used, 14 contained sufficient information to allow an'
aaseasnerrt of the appliance and' in 13 of t~ese an, inert gas-foam gene::ator (8)
would have been of assistanoe. A provis~onal patent was taken out an 1957
cQvering the use of a jet engine to help fight fires in a number of ways
including the production of inert gas, of high expansion foam ani a current Of
entrained air.

In this note some of the basic properties' of the' gall and foam' that may be
produoed by an applaince of this nature are outlined. Experiments with the
actual appliance produced ,by the National Gas Turbine Establishment will be
described in l~ter notes.,

Inert gas

Rate of production and compof\ition of' the gas

The, b~sis of the method by wh:Lchthe inert gas is 'produced is shown
diagrammatically in'Fig. 1: The jet engine is used ,toliuni. a substantial part
of the QXYgen present in the air used ,and ~he 'hot combustion gases are
subsequently cooled by vaporising water introduced as a fine spray. fhe" rate
at which air passes through the engine is controlled by the speed of the
turbine, which in itself is controlled by the fuel feed:to the engine itself.
As long as the speed of the'turbine is abO:v'e a certain limit a: substantial
quantity of additional fuel can be btirned in the reheat or after burner- section
downstream of the turbme, and thus varying this' quantity of fuel,the ratio
of the total mass of fuel burnt in the app'ld.anoa lind the'mass of air passing
into the engine may be controlled. This' allows a degree of' control in the
composition of'thefinal gail obtained·after cooling the hot co~tistion products
with the appropriate· amount of water. Figure 2. shows the cOIDp(Jsition of the
inert gas produced ail a :t'unction of the fuel-air ratio, and in Fig. 3 the
density of the gas and the" volume: of' inert gas pr-oduced per unit mass of air
entering the engine is, also shown as a :t'unction of this ratio. The' data in
Figs. 2 and 3 'are, based on the, assumptions that ,the fuel is ,completely burned,
that the' cooling water .is introduced initially at 150C and that the' water cools
the exhauat gases of,·,the eng:j.ne tu 12()QC and is vaporised completely in this
process. The' appliance wllich was developed at the National Gas Turbine
Establishment can burn up, t,o a total of 0.83 lb of fuel/s with an air input
of 25 Ibis. The fuel-air ratio is,therefore 0.033. '1'heoretically according
to Fig. 2 the composition, of the l..G::'" ,inert gas Qbtainable withth1s a~li:lipllt ,
would be 47.5 per cent watervspuur, 42.5'per cent N2, 6 per cent 02,
4 per cent C02. Actually mainly because combustion is not complete, but
also because of heat losses, this inert gas approximates to the composition
oorrespond:l.ng to a fuel/air ratio of 0.03~h . It is, of course, practicable, to
an appliance operating ,with a greater f'ue-'iair ratio ani giving a gas with less
Extinguishing properties of the gsa

produce
oxygen.

The'most important property ,of' the inert gas that controls the extinction
efficiency (of.', flaming and smouldering combustion) is the QXYgen concentration. V
Figure 2 shows, that as the ratio of fuel to ai;L" is increased f'rom 0 to 0.067,
the ooncentration of oxygen .Ln the inert gas ia reduced from 21 per cent to
zero. In addition, the, temperature .of' the gas, and the proportion of carbon
dioxide and water vapour., will also have 'some effect .err the inerting ,
properties of the gas. The extinction of' a hydrocarbon or similar, flame'
would be expected to occur if'the' combustion zone were cooled,to the
temperature which it would, have at 'the lower flammable~t. A temperature
of 1,590~ ms;y- be taken as' appropriate for this purpose, and hall been used by
Mullins to l}slless whether' gases ~ntaining water vapour can allow propagation
of a flame ~9). If the o:xygen ooncentration is higher' and the gas were
mixed with the'stoiohimetric quantity of fuel vapour, then on'ignition this
would produoe an adiabatic flame temperature in exoess of 1,590 K, and on the
above criterion, flame might be expected to propaiate. On this basis it ~
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be shown that an iriert gas :Crom the" applianqe containing 1~ p~ cent
of' oxygen will be the limiting gas for suppressing flaming c'ombustion.
~e adoption of this criterion for extinguishing fl8JniD.g c!lIDbustion
is likely to give ;l-1se to a substantial margin ofsaf'etY',"since available
information indicates that except under unfavourable conditions diffUsion
flames are extinguished at" a higher OJc;ygen oonc;:entration than pre-mixed
flames and limiting flame temperaturm are 'likely to ~ substanj;i8.lly higher"
than 1,590~(fO\"most ~the f1aDuJlable vaPCJurs and gases l:ll:ely to be "
enc,ountered 1,0). Using a limiting temperature of' 1,590OK, it is possible
to calculate the,smO\U1f; of air with which the inert gas may be mixed, yet
still b,e capable of inerting flaming ooI$ust:i.on. 'l'his'is shown" in Fig;, 4
as a function of the f'uel~fu' ratio used in the appliance to produce the'
inert gas. The curve rises :f'romzere at a fuel-air ratio of 0.01ij. to 1.0
at a ratio of 0.04-6. In the appliance used at the Fire Research Station,
the f'uel air ratio may be varied up to 0.033_ '!'here, is thus a substantial
margin for dilution of the gas produced with"air, when the appliance is
running at its maxjvollD" f'uel-air ratio.

'~e extinction of smillildering cilmbustion depeiids' to a marked degree on
the"t1lickness of the smouldering layer as well" as on the l}atvre CJf the
smOUldering material., Experiments carried Out bY ~es ~ 1.1) haYEl shown
that smouldering would be suppressed in a layer of cork of less than 8 em
thickness if the concentration of oxygen in an oxygen-nitrogen miXture is
less than 9%. For mixed hardwood sawdust, the corresponding figure is
about 12%. At greater depths smouldering might continue with lower"
ooncentration of oxygen. Extinction of a smouldering fire may also take a
long time, even if the oxygen concentration is 'low enough, since thEi"
exothermic reaction may need to be BUppresaed"'1;hroughciut a large depth of
material and time will be needed for the inert gas to diff'use into thEi
material. 'Once extinotion has been acccmp.ld.shed, the mass of matiarial will
then begin to cool to the temperature of the inert gas. Even if" the
smouldering has been extinguished it is possible for r~ignition to occUr"
fairly rapidly after air ismeadmitted if the smouldering material has not
been cooled SUfficiently., '!'hus:; if it is"'assumed that the temperature
during smouldering is" 5000C

and that this temperature needs to be reduced
to 250

0C
to avoid the risk of rapid ril"'ignition on re-admittance of air

then a cooling time of about 10' to 20" hours would be re<i:uired for a" sphere
of smouldering material 1 ft in diameter." If' the exothermic reaction:'

,has not been completely suppressed, then this time would be longer. It
follows that an appliance that prodllces a gas containing about 7% oxygen
might be expected to produce extinCtion of smOUldering in layers of depths
of 10 to 15 em. However, very little dilution with air'" could" be allowed
and continuous application for a dBy or so would be necessary to be
reasonably sure that rapid "rir-ignition would not occur on re-adJriittance
of air. For preference it would be more desirable" to work with a gas
containing less oxygen.
Transparency of the gas

~e gas as it'is produced by the inert"gas generator is transparent,
but because of its high water vapour content it can become opaque" on being
mixed with air or on being cooled. 'l'he conditions under which this can
occur; is shown iri Fig. 5. "" The curved line'is the saturation curve"for
water vapoUr iind'the alteration of the condition of the gas":f'rom that on'
the rlght to that on the left Or the Curve e.g. by cooling the gas would
result in condensation and"'mist formation."' Point A represents the
conditions of moisture content and temperature for the inert gas produced
when the fuel air ratio is".03. ~e'curveAB, joining this point""to
OOC and cJ!, relative humidity rEipresent~ tHe range of coIiditi~ns'"obtained
when the inert gas" is mixed with air at 0 C and cJ!, relative humidity.
'!'he bStohed area between AB iIJld the~ CUl7:e represents the "
?Onditions at ~hich ?ondensation and inist"formation would~oocur if ~he
J.nert gas is lDJ.Xed WJ.t):J.' ambient air at a temperature greater than" 0 C.
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If the gas is mixed with air at 2500 and Cf/l, relative l1lJmjdj ty(line 'AC)' no
condensation would occur. Fi.g~.·.'6·shows the volumes of air that could be added
to ana volUlll8 of inert gas before conditions of mist formation occur. This
volume decreases as the fuel-air ratio .increases•. ' Fig. 6 also shows. the
temperature of the cooled'inert gas when'mist condensatiori begins to occur. It
will be seen that 'it is possible to dilute the gas with at least an .equal
volume' of air over a wide range of fuel au ratios and amhient ·temperatures
without mist formation. .If the appliance at ·the Fire Research Station is
operated without reheat the fuel 'air ratio is 0.012. Fig. 6 indicates that
about 13 Volumes of cold. air 1!JE:j be mi.Jred with the gas produced under these
conditions . and the resulting mixture would remain transparent. However,, , 0 '
if the outlet temperature of the gas from the appliance were only 90 0 instead
of 1200C, the mixture would become saturated when 2.2 volumes of air was mixed
with the gas.

Condensation of water vapour might also occur when the inert gas flows over
cool surfaces. The gas will be cooled according to the line AD (Fig. 5)
parallel to the temperature axis as long as the surface is dry., If the
temperature of the surface is well below the temperature D, then the gas might
become misty in a layer some distanoe from the surface. This distance is
unlikely to be greater than a few inches, unless the gas flowed for a long
period, close to a large area of cold surfaoe. Under these conditions the gas
would. become transparent. after the surfaces had been heated by the gas.

High expansion foam'

A number of authors have described the ,prod,Uction. and prope~i~s ~f high
expansion f'oam based on the use of.au ,at ambient temperature. \12) \13) '!'he
principle of extinction with this type 'of foam" is that after the water in the
foam has beenvapor-Lsed by a fire, the oxygen concentration of the resulting
IIteam-air mixture would be suffioiently low to suppress combustion. Thus if
air oontained 1,00Dth of its volume of water then the vaporisation of all the
water would produoe a gas contairiing 9% of oxygen. This would be' sufficiently
low to suppeese flaming combustion in all common liquid or solid fuels and also
smouldering combUstion under certain conditions. However, if the water
drains out of the foam before the foam 'reaches the fire ,area, or if, it is not
oompletely vaporised insufficient,steam1!JE:j be formed and combustion might
contL'1ue below the surface of the foam. If the foam is made by an inert gas
generator, then the 'gas inside the, bubbles can have in itself a reduced
oxygen concentration, such that· if the bulk of the water in the foam drains
off then the gas in itself would' be sufficiently inert to extinguish combustion
in most instances. AS,long as the·gas contains more than about 1/3,00Dth of
its volume as water, the .: foam will be heavier than air and, therefore, will
tend to fill buildings from the floor upwards, whereas inert gas tends to fill
buildings frOlJl the ceiling downwards. For this reason the production of foam
and inert gas using the jet engine are complementary, the main use of the foam
being to keep the inert gas close to the lower part of a building for a
suffioient time for combustion in that Part of the building to be suppressed.

The volume of foam which can be pr-oduced by the appliance would be less
than the volume of inert gas before mixing with the foaming solution, and the
a,:xygen content of the gas inside the foam bubbles would be higher than that in
the original inert gas.' '!'he reason is that during the f'cam-makdng prccess
t!J.t, gas is cooled to a temperature somewhat lower than its adiabatic
saturation temperature and in this prooess a certain amount of the water
vapour present L'1 the gas will condense out. As an approximation the max:i.mwn
volume of the foam which can be prodlloed will' be about two thirds of the volume
of the inert gas, and abo)lt one. third of t'he water vapour present will oondense
out leaving the oxyge...'1 concentration inside the bubbles about 1-2 per cent
higher than in the original gas. '
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